HAPPY NEW YEAR TO YOU ALL AND MAY 2015 BE THE HAPPIEST AND HEALTHIEST FOR
ALL.
At the start of a new year we make our plans and wishes - May the Decoupage Group be a
growing and progressive group. This can only be done by involvement of all to assist in this goal
being achieved. If anyone has new ideas, please bring them to the meeting for discussion and not
chat amongst yourselves or with friends your good ideas.
Barbara has touched on the “one paper project” and if you have any doubts about how to go about
it, please bring it to the meeting or Crows Nest and someone will be able to “work it out” and you
will be able to achieve what is actually in your head. We all have these ideas floating around in
our mind, but how to achieve it sometimes eludes us - group discussion can make it relatively
simple and we say “why did I not think of that” - problem solved and a beautiful piece is made.
If anyone can see their way to come to Crows Nest - even for a day - please do. I am sorry but my
son bought me a return air ticket for Christmas to visit them for a week in Melbourne - I groaned
(silently) when I saw the date. I plan to bring the caravan up early Friday afternoon - unpacking
my decoupage into the hall as soon as I can and begin on my work. I will work all day Saturday stay for the dinner at the hotel that night and drive home. This will give me time to unpack the
fridge Sunday morning and be ready to go the airport by 9.00am. I know how enjoyable (socially)
and productive this weekend can be and I did not want to miss it.
The other area I would like you to think about before the next meeting is our social days in the
intermittent months. We have visited each other’s homes, tripped to the Gold Coast for ceramics
and to Tyalgum for timber pieces. If anyone has any other suggestions please bring to the
meeting for discussion. We would like to keep the social side going.
See you all in February - Di Loxton
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SECRETARY'S JOTTINGS
Greetings All,
Are you like me, and finding it a little difficult to
put the holiday mode behind and face the tasks
that a new year holds? Remember, enthusiasm is
catching let's share a little around especially about
DECOUPAGE! More precisely, have you given
thought to your ONE PAPER PROJECT!

Initially, I found it hard to get started as the paper
was certainly not my choice. So given that, I set
out treating it as firstly a challenge, and secondly
as a learning experience opportunity to try
something new. I am now well into the project
and quite excited about it – although somewhat
apprehensive as to whether it will be stunning or
an abject disaster. Hopefully, by the meeting it
will be up to the lacquering stage allowing me time
to assist or pass opinion on to others who may be
just starting – where requested, of course. Please
be involved and bring your project with you and
any questions you may have – questions discussed
invariably help everyone.

It is now time to give thought to your entry/entries
in the EKKA for which the Guild provides the
prize money – no reason why your One Paper
Project can't be entered. When reviewing the
2014 results it was suggested that more
information including judging criteria should be
circulated – an overview is included below.

Soon some of us will be off to Crows Nest Caravan
Park for our Live-in-Workshop. Sadly, family
and other matters have our numbers a little down.
As you will have gleaned by my emails
consideration was given to finding the most
suitable date for the majority but it made little
difference. To make the best use of time, as some
find it necessary to leave on Saturday evening,
may I suggest if those able to do so could come a
little earlier and commence work on Friday
afternoon. Suggested agenda is listed below for
refinement at meeting. I have a limited amount of
gold leaf and the necessary material to share with
those who missed the last time we dabbled.
Remember partners are welcomed at this social
weekend – joining together at meal breaks for
fellowship.

Library Relocation – An email has been received
from Chermside Library advising that a new
library and North Regional Business centre is to
be constructed in 2015, and the Guild meeting
dates past April are not confirmed. The position
as quoted reads “When the library's relocation date
is confirmed, we will be able to advise on the
temporary library's room availability beyond June
2015” Hopefully the Guild will have a place to
meet but obviously this is not guaranteed, so it
may be wise for a “plan B” to be sought – your
suggestions are welcomed.
Until February 8th – Happy Decoupaging,
Barbara Chapple
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An article worth noting as seen in
the Sydney Morning Herald
“Age-old deficiency

It’s about time the authorities did something about older
drivers on our roads.
For far too long older drivers have caused havoc as they hog
the left lane, stick to the speed limits (even the road work
limits) and stop at stop signs, causing great inconvenience
and often preventing others from doing whatever they like.
Another major concern is that by avoiding fines and demerit
points, they are not doing their bit for the revenue of our
state, and are therefore placing a further burden on younger
drivers.
Until older drivers can prove that they are proficient at
weaving in and out of traffic, driving while texting,
tailgating, using drugs or doing burnouts, they must be
banned from holding a licence.”
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HOUSEHOLD TIP

Minor Ailments
A Throbbing headache can be relieved
by rubbing the temples and forehead
with a lemon or lime.
The aromatic smell is certainly
refreshing and will help relieve feeling
of fatigue.
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The November meeting I found was very rewarding. All the ladies that had registered to do
the Christmas Bauble at the Craft show came along to see how we do things. The response
was sooooooo good two sessions were held. I really enjoyed showing and explaining what
to do. I hope that those that came enjoyed themselves and have joined our Guild to learn
more.
Here are some photos: _
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Office Bearers 2014/2015

President

Treasurer

Di Loxton
Phone: 0417 764 401
E. diloxton@gmail.com

Carol Carpendale
Phone: 3353 2927
E: c-jcarp@bigpond.net.au

Vice-President

Website www.decoupageqld.org

Heather Lihou
Phone: 3205 1943

Today is yesterday’s tomorrow!
Don’t Worry, Be Happy

Secretary
Barbara Chapple
Phone: 3359 8937
E: grahamandbarbara@dodo.com.au
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